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Flexible plan options

Up to...

20%

ACCESS PLAN

Fixed Rate:  
4% Plus

The Access plan provides you with 
a fixed interest guaranteed monthly 
income.

The interest payment remains the 
same throughout the entire term 
whilst keeping the overall value of 
your savings intact.

immediate bonus   
uplift to your savings

ACCUMULATE PLAN

Illustration:  
15.05%

The Accumulate plan aims to 
maximise growth and performance 
until maturity.

Greater returns can be achieved with 
interest being compounded over 
the lifetime of the plan.

Tailored to your financial goals, choose how and when you 
want to receive interest payments
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85%
of reviewers recommend

Regency

REGENCY 
REVIEWS

4.38 Rating   193 Reviews

REVIEWS YOU CAN TRUST
Reviews.io is a Google Licensed Review 

Partner, trusted with authentic customer 
feedback by thousands of clients. 

Regency has an average score of 4.38 stars 
out of 5 with 85% of reviewers recommending 

Regency. Read genuine reviews by Regency 
customers collected online by Reviews.io

Anna Tilbury

Very happy with the service that I received. The claims 
team handled everything for me and it was so fast.

QUOTE-RIGHT

Quote-Left

Georgie Robertson

I made a claim a couple of weeks ago and it couldn’t have 
been smoother. The customer service lady was so nice 
and super helpful. She also told me about a nutrition 
program that they have, which is so good! I think these 
guys are great! QUOTE-RIGHT

Quote-Left

Chelsea McCarthy

Regency have been so helpful. I was involved in a bike 
accident and rushed to the hospital. My partner had 
called them to tell them what happened and they sorted 
everything out, even calling the hospital to let them 
know I was on the way. Their friendly service, match with 
the added benefits are so good and (in my opinion) great 
value for money! QUOTE-RIGHT

Quote-Left

Yolanda Gates

I have just finished a fitness consultation with them and it’s 
so good and detailed. Looking forward to getting it going! 
Great little addition to my health insurance, been with them 
for 2 years now and only have good things to say.

QUOTE-RIGHT

Quote-Left

Poppy Woods

I have just got off the phone with Barb, she is a nutritionist 
at Regency. She was so nice and helpful and I now have 
my very own nutrition plan. I didn’t think you could get 
this from an insurance company. I am very happy with 
everything that is being given to me from them. They 
deserve all the praise! QUOTE-RIGHT

Quote-Left

Nathan McBride

Just made a claim and the service was fantastic. 
Everything was handled perfectly and it was so quick! 
Huge thanks to the team and I highly recommend! QUOTE-RIGHT

Quote-Left

Alex Lim

Really great service, loads of additional benefits 
provided and an extremely professional team. Definate 
recommend. Have made a few claims so far, all just for 
GP visits but they have been paid quickly. QUOTE-RIGHT

Quote-Left

Willem Nel

Quick and super friendly, not to mention on the ball 
when it comes to claims. The few times I had issues these 
folks sorted it out immediately. Brilliant customer service 
too. Don’t really get where all the negative reviews are 
coming from too? QUOTE-RIGHT

Quote-Left
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In the Press

The gold standard  
of expat insurance.
International HR Adviser

Quote-Left

QUOTE-RIGHT

Total peace of mind.
Expat Finder Guide

Quote-Left

QUOTE-RIGHT

8 Gold Stars – Regency’s  
solution is simple.
Protection Review

Quote-Left

QUOTE-RIGHT

Preferred choice for the  
international community.
Health Insurance & Protection Daily

Quote-Left

QUOTE-RIGHT

Rated highly for customer- 
focused approach.
ExpatGo

Quote-Left

QUOTE-RIGHT

The vanguard of international 
health insurance.
International Travel & Health Insurance Journal

Quote-Left

QUOTE-RIGHT

Leading international health 
insurance company Regency 
for Expats has unveiled a 
new specialist health cover 
specifically for pilots.
Pilot Magazine

Quote-Left

QUOTE-RIGHT

The only company offering 
full support when other 
companies aren’t.
The Thaiger

Quote-Left

QUOTE-RIGHT

Leading expatriate healthcare 
provider… known for its no- 
nonsense quick claims service.
AsiaXpat Article  

Quote-Left

QUOTE-RIGHT

The market leader.
IQ Stock Market

Quote-Left

QUOTE-RIGHT
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 TAX EFFICIENT
 Savings grow at the greatest rates without the burden of regular taxation.

 FLEXIBLE
 Flexibility to manage savings and provide the widest range of options.

 TRANSPARENT
 Open infrastructure and the high levels of transparency.

 ASSET BACKED / GUARANTEED
 Provide additional layers of security for account holders.

 TRANSFERABLE
 Financial freedom to assign the plan to nominated persons.

 PRIVACY PROTECTION
 Increased levels of privacy with the product itself being a life insurance plan.

 GLOBALLY ACCESSIBLE
 Access your savings globally and with ease.

 GLOBALLY MOBILE
 No matter where you are in the world, your savings will follow.

 MULTI-CURRENCY
 Access to United States Dollars, Euros, Great British Pounds and more.

Benefits Review
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In safe hands   
When you become a Regency Assurance member, you can 
rest assured that your interests and financial wellbeing are 
in safe hands. Insurance wrapped savings and investment 
platforms support pensions, retirement plans, education 
funds and insurance bonds globally.

An insurer you can trust
Regency Assurance is a fully regulated insurance company  
specialising in providing comprehensive international 
insurance and investment plans for globally mobile individuals 
and local nationals in more than 120 countries. Their aim is to 
help customers plan and achieve their financial goals and also 
to help them protect themselves, their employees, loved ones 
and families, accordingly. 

FAST TRACK 
SERVICE

Total concierge 
level support 

24/7

STRENGTH & 
SECURITY

Long term licensed 
company regulated  

by the FSRC

COMPREHENSIVE
BENEFITS 

Exclusive and  
tailor made to  

international lifestyles

CUSTOMER  
SERVICE

Members rate us highly, 
receiving the best 

reviews in the industry

PROFESSIONALISM
& EFFICIENCY
Access to teams of   
highly qualified and  
experienced experts

24-HOUR SUPPORT 
Members gain access to a world of support; so no 
matter where you are, you can be confident that 
Regency is on hand to assist. With access to a 
helpful 24-hour multilingual global service.

Why choose Regency...

Regency Lump Sum Savings Plans LIVELIFE 

EXCLUSIVE ACCESS
Regency Financial Services gives you access to investments 
that aren’t publicly available. A diversified menu of options 
aimed at providing transparent and secure vehicles for long 
term growth.



A R E G E N C Y 
ASSURANCE 
C O M P A N Y 

A R E G E N C Y 
ASSURANCE 
C O M P A N Y 

This document and any associated, referenced or attached Regency product information is provided purely for information purposes.  
In issuing this document, Regency do not provide any advice in relation to the efficacy, suitability or future performance of any products 
referred to herein. This document is issued for the consideration of professional investors only. In considering this document, you 
acknowledge that no advice, inducement or representation is made by Regency, and that any acceptance or acquisition of an investment 
product is entered entirely at your own risk. You must read and fully understand any Terms and Conditions of any contract that you 
consider and should seek independent specialist advice. 

Any indication of potential interest rates detailed within this document is made purely on an illustrative basis and is not a guarantee, 
indication or promise of future efficacy of any investment product. All investments have inherent risks, and there can be no guarantee 
as to the future performance of any specific product.  

There can be no guarantees that products referred to within the document will be suitable for your portfolio. The content of this 
document and or any accompanying sales or marketing materials may no longer be reflective of current market or performance status.

This document does not and shall not in anyway form part of any agreement, contract or correspondence. No terms, statements, 
commentary or correspondence contained within this document are intended to create any obligation, legal or otherwise and this 
document cannot be relied upon in any dealings or disputes at any time.

info@regency-fs.com
www.regency-fs.com LIVELIFE 
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Safe & secure
provider of
financial  
services


